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Abstract. Searching and subsequently selecting reusable components from component repositories has become a key impediment for not only component-based
development but also for achieving the overall usability of component development environments and the ultimate re-usability of the components themselves.
Component matching, a fundamental aspect of the component search problem,
has been a well-studied problem, resulting in many different matching techniques
such as keyword, facet, signature and specification matching techniques. However, each matching technique individually applied for component search often
yields a small or large number of (sometimes irrelevant) hits. In this paper, we
propose a disciplined combination of the different matching techniques to provide a ranked set of highly qualified components from component repositories.
Our work is based on a unique Quality of Match (QoM) metric that measures
the overall “goodness” of the match between two given components. In particular, we provide qualitative and quantitative analysis to evaluate the QoM of
two given components based on component information. Moreover, we present
QoMym, a QoM-based hybrid match algorithm, that combines the strengths of
different matching techniques and provides higher accuracy than existing matching techniques.

1 Introduction
Component-based software engineering has gained popularity over the past few years as
the preferred mode for software construction, spurring the development of both commercial and freeware off-the-shelf components. However, while the wide availability
of components is essential for the success of component-based software engineering,
retrieving the qualified components1 from the large number of available off-the-shelf
components has rapidly become a key challenge for software developers. Today, developers are faced with a lack of search tools that can effectively aid the procurement of
qualified components from one or more heterogeneous repositories, based on a given
query component or a given set of requirements.
1

The qualified component is a component that is determined to be fit for use in the context of (i)
meeting the core application requirements; and (ii) inter-operating with respect to component
model, syntactic, semantic, design and platform requirements [5, 20] of previously developed
components that are deployed as part of the new system(the system under consideration).

Many techniques ranging from keyword-based to full-fledged specification-based
heuristics have been proposed in the literature [7, 12, 8, 21, 22, 6, 4] to provide effective
retrieval of qualified components during the discovery process. The keyword-based approach [7] is simple and flexible as users simply specify the query as a set of keywords
representing the component requirements in which they are interested. This approach
while simple is also prone to low accuracy resulting in either too many or too few hits,
or in some cases even completely unrelated hits [15]. The faceted approach [12] classifies components based on predefined taxonomies. While this approach provides a better
description of components than a pure keyword-based approach, users must be familiar
with the classification scheme to effectively retrieve a needed component. Moreover, it
is often hard to manage classification schemes when domain knowledge evolves and as
a result the component falls into two or more categories [15]. Signature matching approaches [21] decide the match between two given components, the query and library
components, based on the signatures of the methods in the two components. While
signature matching uses intrinsic built-in information about the component, that is its
type information, it often still returns irrelevant hits [22, 4]. For example, consider the
methods strcpy and strcat in the standard C library. These methods have the same
signature but encode different behaviors. The specification matching approach [22, 6],
introduced to overcome the problem of signature matching, uses the method’s pre- and
post-conditions that capture the functionality of the method. While specification matching provides more accurate hits, it is too time-consuming to be practical as its implementation, often based on theorem proving techniques, is expensive [4]. Another drawback of the specification approach is the practical lack of pre- and post-conditions in
component code. An approach using test cases [4] that captures the partial semantics
of the required functionality via method interactions attempts to address these drawbacks. While this approach tends to improve the performance of the discovery process,
defining precise test cases that represent the required functionality is often too hard to
describe.
While these techniques take steps in the right direction, each approach individually
is limited in the quality of the matches produced, resulting often in too many (sometimes irrelevant) matches or in some cases even no matches. In this paper, we now
propose a novel matching technique – a disciplined application of different matching
algorithms to all aspects of a component thereby exploiting the diversity of semantic
and syntactic information inherent in a component. The goal of our matching technique
is to provide a ranked set of highly qualified matches from component repositories
based on a given query component. Our work is based on a unique Quality of Match
(QoM) metric that measures the “goodness” of a match. We define a match taxonomy
and a weight-based match model that qualitatively and quantitatively classify the match
between a query and a library component. These are based on information ranging from
the type hierarchy to the labels of properties and methods of the two components. The
match taxonomy and the match model together form the basis of the  -based hybrid
match algorithm, QoMym. The QoMym algorithm uses the match taxonomy as a guide
for the algorithm execution, and also utilizes the weight-based match model to calculate
the QoM for each element of the two components. We present a set of preliminary experiments that show the benefits of QoMym over using individual matching techniques

and other combination techniques, and provide an empirical measure of the quality of
QoMym.
Roadmap: The rest of paper is organized as follows. Section 2 describes XCM, our
unifying component description model, that provides a descriptive superset of information for components conforming to various component models in the market. XCM is
the abstract component description model for QoMym. Section 3 presents the QoMbased match taxonomy, while Section 4 defines the weight-based match model, a quantitative measure of QoM. Section 5 introduces the QoMym algorithm. Experimental
evaluation of the QoMym algorithm is given in Section 6. We conclude in Section 7.

2 The XML-based Unifying Component Description Model
In the context of component matching, the diversity in component models [10, 13, 14,
11, 2] imposes a restriction that often limits component searching to the features specified for a single component model. To extend component matching to encompass a
heterogeneous set of components, we now present an XML-based unifying component
description model, XCM, that crosscuts the information of components conforming to
these diverse component models [18].
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Fig. 1. The XCM Hierarchical Component Structure.

Figure 1 represents the XCM hierarchical component structure. Here, a component is defined via (i) general information that encapsulates the label, version,
package, language, component model, domain, operating system and publisher of a
component; (ii) feature that encapsulates the component’s set of properties, methods and events; and (iii) finally design2 that encapsulates the connection-oriented and
2

The design is the description of the layout that describes how a composite component is constructed using a set of pre-existing components. A primitive component is a stand-alone component that does not rely on any other component for its functionality, while a composite component is constructed by either connecting (connection-oriented) or aggregating (aggregationbased) [1] a set of pre-existing components.

aggregation-based compositions of a set of pre-existing components. The hierarchical
component structure in Figure 1 can be represented as an XML document, while the
general structure of the description model – the XCM concepts – can be described as
an XML Schema. Full details of the XCM component ontology can be found in [18].

3 The Qualitative Analysis - Match Taxonomy
In this section, we define a match taxonomy that qualitatively provides the quality
of match (QoM) between two given components. The match taxonomy classifies the
matches at the leaf, internal and root nodes of the XCM hierarchical structure (Figure 1)
as (i) primitive match - match at the leaf level; (ii) micro match - match at the level of
properties (or methods, events, underlying components, and connection-oriented as well
as aggregation-based compositions of underlying components); (iii) sub-macro match
- match at the level of features and design; and finally (iv) macro match - match at the
level of the component. Each level of these matches is tightly coupled and hence heavily
dependent on its lower level.
3.1 Primitive Match
A primitive match is the match between two corresponding leaf elements, that is the
primitive information captured in the XCM structure, such as the label or the type (Figure 1). Each primitive element is classified as either syntactic or semantic based on the
type of information encapsulated in the element. For example, a label imparts semantic information and hence is classified as a semantic element, while the domain type is
regarded as a syntactic element.
The match between two given primitive elements is categorized as exact ( ), relaxed ( ) or no match ( ). Dependent on the type of primitive elements, different
matching techniques can be employed to determine the actual match and hence the
classification between the two values of a given primitive element. For example, the
label and the description of a property are best matched via a linguistic algorithm. A
match is said to be exact in this case if the values are identical, relaxed if the values are
synonyms, hypernyms, or come from the same stem, and a no match otherwise. Domain
types, on the other hand, are best compared based on their relationships in the overall
type hierarchy, requiring specialized type hierarchy comparison algorithms. Two domain types are said to be an exact match if their values are identical, relaxed if they are
in the same path in the type hierarchy or convertible if there exists a known function to
convert the source type to the target type, and a no match otherwise.




3.2 Micro Match
A micro match is the match between two given properties, methods, events, underlying components, connection-oriented or aggregation-based compositions of underlying
components 3 . It is defined as a match of all its primitive elements.
3

For the rest of the section, we describe the matches based on the properties. The match for the
other features and design elements are similar.

The QoM of a micro match between two given properties is said to be (i) exact ( )
- if all primitive elements of the source property match exactly to those of the target
property; (ii) relaxed ( ) - if either (a) all primitive elements of the source property
have a combination of exact and relaxed matches in the target property, or (b) some (but
not all) primitive elements of the source property have matches in the target property; or
(iii) no match ( ) - otherwise. Consider for example the two properties String day
and int day. The micro match between these properties is relaxed as the labels are
an exact match but the domain types are convertible.




3.3 Sub-Macro Match
Moving up the XCM hierarchy, we define a sub-macro match as the match between two
sets of component features or two sets of component design. The match of each set is the
collection of matches of its individual elements. The match of the component feature is
thus defined on the basis of the matches of all properties, methods and events, while the
match of the design is defined based on the matches of all underlying components and
their compositions.
The QoM for a sub-macro match is classified based on (1) the number of micro
matches; and (2) the quality of the micro matches. Based on the number of micro
matches, the QoM of a sub-macro match is classified as either a total or a partial
match. In a total match, all elements (properties, methods and events) of the source
feature match some or all elements of the target feature, while in a partial match some
(but not all) elements of the source feature match those in the target feature. Combining
the two criteria, number of matches and the quality of micro matches, we now define
four classifications for the QoM at the sub-macro level: total exact, total relaxed, partial
exact and partial relaxed.
3.4 Macro Match
A match at the highest level, between two components, is termed a macro match. A
macro match is defined as a match of the primitive elements of the two components,
that is a match of their labels and descriptions, as well as a match of their non-primitive
elements at the sub-macro level, that is their component features and design.
The QoM for a macro match is categorized on the basis of (1) the number and quality of the primitive element matches for labels, description and invariants; and (2) the
number and quality of the sub-macro matches for the component features and design.
Similar to the sub-macro match, the QoM at the macro level is classified as total exact,
total relaxed, partial exact or partial relaxed.

4 The Quantitative Analysis - Weight-Based Match Model
Based on the qualitative analysis, it is often easy to evaluate when one match is better
than the other. For example, an exact match is always better than a relaxed match.
However, in some cases such a distinction between the QoM for two or more matches
cannot be established as easily. For example, based on qualitative analysis alone we

cannot accurately determine whether a total relaxed match is better than a partial exact
match, or one partial exact match is better than another partial exact or even a partial
relaxed match. To address this deficiency, in this section, we now present a weightbased match model that quantitatively determines and ranks the QoM. We define this
quantitative model at each level of the match taxonomy.
4.1 Primitive Element Match Model
Match between two primitive elements is classified as exact ( ), relaxed ( ) or no
match ( ). We term , and the core match operators and assign a numeric weight
to each of these match operators. The operator is assigned a weight of 1.0 to indicate
an exact match, a weight ranging from 0.1 to 0.9 to denote a relaxed match, and
a weight of 0.0 to represent a no match. These weights form the basis of the match
model, and represent the match weight of two given primitive elements, denoted as
where and are source and target primitive elements, respectively.












 





4.2 Micro Match Model
Based on the weight of the primitive matches, we now define the quantitative value for
the micro match of two properties4 as the normalized sum of the match weights of all
,
its primitive matches. Formally, the QoM of a micro match, denoted as 
is given as:

   

  and 
Here, (i)

         



    and   
are the source and target property; and (ii)

(1)

are the source and target primitive elements. Intuitively, it can be observed that not all
primitive elements have an equal significance in determining the QoM between a source
and a target properties. For example, for a property, the domain type typically has more
significance than the property style. We thus specify
as the significance value of
the specified primitive element . In keeping with this intuition, we assign significance
values as absolute numeric numbers to all primitive elements of a property where the
total significance value of all primitive elements for a property is 1.0.





4.3 Sub-Macro Match Model

    

To provide a quantitative value for the sub-macro QoM, we define two measures, micro
match weight and cardinality ratio. The micro match weight, denoted as
, is
the normalized sum of QoM of all micro matches of the component feature (or design)
and is given as:
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The quantitative value for the micro match of two methods, events, underlying components or
compositions of underlying components is defined in a similar manner.
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Here (i)
and
are the source and target component feature; (ii)
is the element type that is the property, method or event type; (iii) is the number of
element types defined in the source component feature; (iv)
and
are
the source and target elements for the specified type ; (v)
is the number of source
elements for the specified type; (vi) is the significance value of the specified element
type . For example, in the component feature, the method denoting the behavior of the
component would typically have more significance than the property.
The cardinality ratio, denoted as
, is the ratio of the number of micro
matches and the cardinality of the source component feature (or design) and is given as:
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where
is the number of micro matches for the specified element type .
, is now defined as the
The QoM of a sub-macro match, denoted as 
normalized sum of the micro match weight and its cardinality ratio.



  

4.4 Macro Match Model

(4)

 

The macro QoM, denoted as 
, is defined as the normalized sum of primitive element matches for label and description as well as the QoM of sub-macro matches.
Formally, 
is given as:

 


           



  

 and present the source and target component; (ii)     and
  whereare(i)the source
and target primitive element; (iii)   and  are the significance
values
of
the
specified
elements, and the component feature and design; and
    and   primitive
(iv)
represent the source and target component feature (or design).
(5)

5 The QoMym Algorithm
The QoMym algorithm is a depth-first match algorithm that is guided by the match
taxonomy presented in Section 3 and is directly based on the match model given in
Section 4. The overall execution of QoMym is depicted in Figure 2 and its pseudo-code
is given in Figures 3 - 6. The QoMym algorithm first evaluates the match values for all
primitive elements, that is all leaf nodes including the label, the description, the type
etc. of the component itself. The primitive element matches are evaluated based on their
type. For example, a linguistic algorithm is employed to determine the level of match
between two labels (or descriptions). Our linguistic algorithm uses a combination of
WordNet [9] and a domain-specific dictionary that includes commonly used abbreviations. A full description of the linguistic algorithm is beyond the scope of this paper.
For more details please refer to [17]. Similarly, to match two domain types we have

developed an algorithm to compare the types along the specified type hierarchy. For
better performance, the type hierarchies were converted using a dewey-based numbering scheme [19] that captured the relationship and the hierarchy of the given types. In
particular, each primitive domain type of a component is automatically mapped into its
dewey-based number before a match is determined.
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Fig. 2. The Overall Execuation of QoMym.

Each source primitive element is compared with every target primitive element, and
all match values above the threshold are saved. This threshold was determined empirically after running a set of controlled experiments (see details in Section 6). Once
all primitive matches are computed, the micro matches are evaluated using the microMatch module given in Figure 4. All match values above a certain threshold are saved.
The submacroMatch module given in Figure 5 determines the match value for the feature and the design. The submacro match values are used to determine a single macro
match value - the match value of the source and target components - using the macroMatch module given in Figure 6. The QoMym module (Figure 3) finally returns a set
of qualified components that have macro match values above threshold.
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The running time for the algorithm lies in (
number of components in the repository, and
target and a source component.



Set QoMym (Component

 )

result  ;
for each Component   Repository
macroQoM = macroMatch(  ,  );
if macroQoM macroThreshold
result  result   , macroQoM  ;


return result;


Fig. 3. The QoMymAlgorithm.
double microMatch (Micro 
microQoM



 , Micro   )

;

//     and    
for each corresponding primitive pair (  ,  )
primitiveQoM  primitiveMatch ( ,  );
sig  DB.getSignificance (   .getType());
microQoM  microQoM + (sig * primitiveQoM);


if microQoM microThreshold
return microQoM;
else
return 0;


Fig. 4. The microMatch Algorithm.

6 Preliminary Experimental Results
The goal of the QoMym algorithm is to improve the overall match quality of the qualified components retrieved in response to a specified query component. We conducted
several experiments to evaluate the potential benefits of the QoMym algorithm over
other existing algorithms. In this section, we describe our experimental setup and methodology together with our results.
6.1 Experimental Setup and Methodology
Figure 7 illustrates the overall architecture of the QoM system. The QoM system together with QoMym algorithm is implemented in Java (SDK 2.0) and deployed on a
standalone PC Pentium IV 2.8 GHz with 512 Mb RAM running Microsoft Windows
XP. The QoM system takes a query component as input, matches the query component against a set of library components using the QoMym algorithm, and returns the

double submacroMatch (Component  , Component
String submacroType)

 ,

// get source and target micro elements
source 
 .getMicroElements (submacroType) ;
target 
 .getMicroElements (submacroType) ;
initialize microQoM[

   ][    ];

// calculate QoM for all (  ,  );
for each micro    source
for each micro    target
if   .getType() ==   .getType()
microQoM[  ][  ]  microMatch (

 ,   );




 

// calculate the submacro QoM
 getMicroMatchWeight (microQoM);
 getCardinality (microQoM);
submacroQoM  (
+
) / 2;

 



return submacroQoM;


Fig. 5. The submacroMatch Algorithm.

match results to the user. The repository used for the experiments contained JavaBean
components across four domains: 24 GUI components, 12 data collection components,
8 calendar components, and 16 components for testing. These components were automatically introspected, transformed into XCM documents and subsequently loaded into
the repository.
Measure Of Match Quality. To evaluate our approach, we compared the manually
determined real matches ( ) for a given match task5 with the matches returned by the
match algorithm. We determined the true positives, i.e., the correctly identified matches,
; the false positives, i.e., the incorrectly identified matches,
, and the false
negatives, i.e., the missed matches, 
. Based on the cardinalities of these sets,
the Precision and Recall6 of the match algorithm were computed.
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removing false matches and adding missed matches.
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6

Here a match task denotes the matching of a query component with the components in the
repository to determine the qualified components.
Precision and Recall are taken from Information Retrieval literature

double macroMatch (Component

 , Component  )




// get the primitive QoM
 linguisticMatch (  .getLabel(),  .getLabel());
 lingusiticMatch (  .getDescription(),  .getDescription());



// get the submacro QoM
subQoM  submacroMatch (  ,  , “feature”);
subQoM  submacroMatch (  ,  , “design”);






// get the significant values
 DB.getSignificance (“feature”);
 DB.getSignificance (“design”);
 DB.getSignificance (“label”);
 DB.getSignificance (“desc”);



   
 

// calculate the macro QoM
macroQoM = ( *
)+( *
)+
( * subQoM ) + ( * subQoM );





return macroQoM;


Fig. 6. The macroMatch Algorithm.
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Fig. 7. The Overall Architecture of the QoM System.

6.2 Determining Threshold and Significance Values
The accuracy of the QoMym algorithm is dependent on the threshold and significance
values that are an integral part of the weight-based match model defined in Section 4.
To determine optimal values for these parameters (threshold and significance), we conducted a set of experiments that randomly compared a set of query components against

a small number of library components for different threshold and significance values.
The overall match values obtained via the QoMym algorithm for the different threshold
and significance values were compared against a manual benchmark that we had setup
prior to running the experiments. We then gradually added more library components
from different domains to determine if the selected threshold and significance values
would hold or would need to be adjusted.
There are four major threshold parameters: label and signature thresholds at the
primitive level, as well as micro and macro thresholds at the micro and macro levels
respectively. Figure 8 - 9 depicts the average precision and recall for different label
and signature thresholds. Here, the results were obtained by comparing the labels and
signatures of a set of query components against those of the components in repository.
High precision and recall values are good indicators of the quality of the match. Thus,
based on these results, we determined the optimal label threshold to be in the range
0.7 -- 0.9 , and the optimal signature threshold to be in 0.6 -- 0.8 .
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Fig. 8. Variance in the precision and recall obtained for different label threshold values. The
label threshold value is represented on the XAxis, and the percentage of precision and recall
is depicted on the Y-Axis.

Fig. 9. Variance in the precision and recall obtained for different signature threshold values.
The label threshold value is represented on the
X-Axis, and the percentage of precision and recall is depicted on the Y-Axis.

Next, to determine the optimal values for the significance parameters of label and
signature, we fixed the label and signature threshold values, and compared the precision
and recall obtained by varying the significance values and micro thresholds. Figure 10
shows the precision and recall obtained by the algorithm for different significance values 7 and micro thresholds. We found that for obtaining optimal precision and recall, the
significance of the signature should be in the range 0.1 -- 0.2 , while the micro
thresholds should be in the range 0.6 -- 0.8 .
Finally, to determine the optimal macro thresholds, we fixed the significance value
and the micro threshold, and compared the precision and recall obtained by varying the
macro thresholds as shown in Figure 11. We found the optimal macro threshold to be
in the range 0.8 -- 0.9 .
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We show signature significance, but the results can be interpreted for label significance value
(label = 1 - signature).
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In the subsequent experiments, we fix the label threshold for the QoMym algorithm
at 0.8, the signature threshold at 0.7, the micro threshold at 0.7, the macro threshold
at 0.8, and the significance values of label and signature at 0.2 and 0.8 respectively.
6.3 QoMym Match Quality
Based on the threshold and significance values determined in Section 6.2, we ran a
set of experiments to evaluate the accuracy of the QoMym algorithm. We did this by
comparing QoMym with our manual benchmark as well as with other state-of-the art
algorithms found in literature, namely a signature, linguistic, and a filtering algorithm
that uses signature matching as a filter prior to applying a linguistic match algorithm.
For these experiments, we selected the Calendar component shown in Figure 12 as
the query component, and compared it to the components in the repository. Figure 13
shows the results in terms of the number of qualified components returned from the
library by the different algorithms for the query component Calendar.
Component Calendar
void setDay (int)
void setMonth (int);
void setYear (int);
void setStyle (int);
void setLocale (java.util.Locale);

int getDay ();
int getMonth ();
int getYear ();
int getStyle ();
java.util.Local getLocale ();



Fig. 12. The Query Component - Calendar.

Here the expected number of hits for the Calendar component were 4. The
QoMym algorithm performed the best returning exactly 4 components, while the signaturebased algorithm performed the worst and returned 43 qualified components. It was in-

teresting to note that the filtering algorithm also did better than linguistic and signature
algorithms alone returning 6 qualified components. We found there was no difference
in the qualified components returned (in this case) if the order of filtering was varied
(that is linguistic followed by signature and vice versa).
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Fig. 14. The Match Quality of the Different
Matching Techniques.

Figure 14 depicts the precision and recall of the the different algorithms together
with their overall quality. In general, high precision and recall are indicators of high
overall quality of the match algorithms. We found that all algorithms had high recall
(1.0), that is all algorithms were able to find the expected qualified components. The
algorithms however varied in their precision with signature based algorithm having low
precision to the QoMym algorithm having the best precision. The filtering algorithm
shows that the combination of linguistic and signature algorithms can result in higher
precision than if the algorithms were used individually. This is in step with the intuitive
argument that has been made before [22, 6, 4].
While filtering is a good first step toward combining different algorithms, the preliminary experimental results presented here indicate that a disciplined hybrid combination of the two (and in the future more) algorithms can result in higher overall quality
of the retrieved qualified components. It is mainly due to the fact that the significance
values are employed to weigh the importance of these algorithms. This allows QoMym
to not only discover matches that may have been missed but to also reject matches that
are discovered by the filtering technique as different algorithms work independently.

7 Conclusions
The QoMym algorithm offers many advantages over the previously developed component matching approaches. For example, while previous approaches take into account
the method signature they often discount the importance of labels 8 and the semantic
8

The method label should in general provide semantic information to partially characterize the
methods if component developers implement components by following the software development guide.

information imparted by the same. In our work we now exploit not only the semantic information in labels, but also the syntactic and semantic information contained in
properties, event, and the design that are intrinsic parts of a component. In fact we find
that with the combined use of the semantic and syntactic information we are able to
achieve higher precision and recall without the performance overhead associated with
approaches like specification matching. Moreover, our preliminary results suggest that
a disciplined combination of different algorithms (linguistic and signature) can provide
better overall quality than a naive filter-based approach.
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